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1. theme of this conference: algebraic geometry riemannian geometry symplectic four-manifolds through
branched coverings - symplectic four-manifolds through branched coverings organized by tye lidman, daniel
ruberman, and laura starkston workshop summary symplectic geometry, especially in dimension 4, lives at the
fertile interface of algebraic geometry and 4-dimensional topology, drawing from and enriching both of those
subjects. the space of symplectic structures on closed 4-manifolds ... - symplectic manifolds in
algebraic geometry. thirty years ago people even wondered whether there are closed non-k¨ahler symplectic
manifolds. we have now gradually realized that the world of ka¨hler manifolds only occupies a tiny part of the
symplectic world (see [27], [66] and the references therein). semitoric integrable systems on symplectic
4-manifolds - symplectic geometry, ka¨hler manifolds and toric varieties in algebraic geometry. through the
analysis of the quantization of such systems, one may also mention important links with the representation
theory of lie groups and lie algebras, semiclassics, and microlocal analysis. symplectic resolution of
isolated algebraic singularities - a symplectic divisor in x˜ is a set dof symplectically embedded codimension two manifolds which intersect transversely. we say that the divisor is closed if each of the manifolds
in dare closed. theorem 1. let ube a neighborhood of an isolated algebraic singularity p in the symplectic
4-manifold (x\ {p},ω). there is a symplectic resolution ... six lectures on four 4-manifolds - facultytes.uci
- symplectic structure [13]. thus, viewing 4-manifolds through the glasses of either a symplectic or complex
geometer will not recover the full story. however, the amalgam of ideas from complex and symplectic
geometry has provided surgical techniques that are useful in the study of smooth 4-manifolds. since this is a
summer school in low ... the isotopy problem for symplectic 4-manifolds - the isotopy problem for
symplectic 4-manifolds 3 papers (of the author or others), quoted in the references. it should be clear,
however, that much credit is due to the ideas contained in [11] and [13]. two forms - texas christian
university - symplectic manifolds 1. two forms given a two-form on a manifold m, we can evaluate it on a pair
of tangent vectors to produce a number. that is, if in local coordinates = x ... 4 symplectic manifolds
proposition 4.3. if mis a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n, then h2k(m;r) is nontrivial for all ksuch
that 0 k n. symplectic algebraic geometry and quiver varieties - symplectic algebraic geometry and
quiver varieties victor ginzburg lecture notes by tony feng contents ... i.e. x has an algebraic symplectic form !
0. then ... the main theorem applied to smooth symplectic manifolds, but this is neither smooth nor symplectic.
moreover, if you look at h2 ... symplectic topology and algebraic geometry ii: lagrangian ... - symplectic
topology and algebraic geometry ii: lagrangian submanifolds jonathan evans ucl ... however, to rule out certain
cases (like hyperbolic or sol 3-manifolds) one needs techniques from symplectic geometry. ... algebraic
geometry to symplectic problems, this theorem is a result in the topology of symplectic four-manifolds from algebraic geometry. thetopologyofsymplecticfour-manifolds symplectic manifolds
specialfeaturesofdimensionfour thesymplecticsum some open questions theorem(li,etal.) the kodaira
dimension of(m,ω)is completely determined ... many symplectic 4-manifolds with fundamental groupg.
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